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CHAPT
ER I
IN'f RODUCTlON

The Uinta Mountains , located
somewhat uni que in this area .
including

in the northeast

corner of Utah , are

They are the highest mountains in the state ,

King ' s Peak , the highest

point

areas which reach above timberline .

in Utah , and present

extensive

Located in an area which is predomi-

nantly arid and basic to hi ghly alkaline , these mountains are distinct
having high precipitation

and acid soils .

The ran ge is the only chain of

mountains in America with its a.xis lying in an east - west direction .
mountains are roughly one hundred-fiftyTheir avera ge elevation

in

miles lon g and thirty

These

miles wide .

is between 10, 000 and 11, 000 feet , but there are

five peaks which extend above 13, 000 feet elevation .
Much of the area of the Uintas

forests

of spruce , fir

and pine .

is forested , often with dense

These forests

of sawed lumber , poles and mine props .

tities

furnish

considerable

quan-

Both the lower and upper

slopes are grazed by livestock , especia.111 sheep , while deer are also
plentiful

.

The numerous lakes provide excellent

generally , is important

for its

recreational

uses , the mountains are hi ghly important
this

feature

which is of gr eatest

value .

In addition

as a watershed .

i mportance .

l

fishing , and the region ,
to these

It is probably

2

The Uinta Mountains have been extensively

studied from. a geologica l

point of view , but they are not very well known botanically
exceptions , the botanical

work has coneisted

often from the more accessible

regions .

. With a few

of sporadic collections

In connection with hie geological

report ot the mountains , Atwood (1) made such casual reference
vegetation

On trips

has eolleoted

is varied by the light

pl ants and made some ecolo gical observations .

extensively

in the area .

tationa l bel ts , and especially
tensive work on the plants
1931 to 1936.

He collected

He described

the "zone jumbling" .

re gions

or the

By far the most ex-

the plant communities
of the plants

he found .

Forest Service maintain plant collections

Mountains in herbaria

vege-

from much of the area both from the

plants

there and compiled a lar ge , well - annoted list

far reported , there

the different

Cottam (3)

of the Uinta Basin was done by Graham (4) from

and the basin to the south , described

The United States

green and yellows of the

through the Blacks Fork country , Pamrnell (2) , in 1903

and 1913, collected

mountains

to the

as, "The basin regions are predominantly gr een , although the

deep green of the forest
meadowstt.

,

of the Uinta

a.t Vernal , Provo, and Ogden, Utah.

is a noticeable

Uinta Mountains .

lack of information

In the work so
concerning alpine

In these mountains , there

is an area of

four hundred square miles above l 0 , 000 feet and, to the writer ' s knowledge ,
aside from the work of Graham and preliminary
a.nd

a.

F . Harrison , there have been no detailed

of this high country .

studies

of

ecological

c.

L. Hayward
studies

made

3
It was to provide some detailed

particularly

as it relates

was undertaken .

information

to sueeessional

The environmental

about the alpine flora ,

aspects , that the present

conditions

of weather and soil , as

they effect fl oral composition , are important factors
sion

or alpine

eommunities .

such information

tablish

The investigation

about the alpine flora

the pattern

study

in the plant succes-

was designed to uncover

and environment necessary

to es-

of succession .
Weathe1 •

The plants

of the alpine

season and even during this
must complete their

to near the first

growth .

region are limited

period there

elimate directly

limit

further

a.re , at best , just

and do not give

of the soi l or of the miero -

during the aummer months is sporadic
The stoma

remains on high ridges and sheltered
The melting

high precipitation

and usually

are frequent , however , and
are not uncommon.

, however, oomes in the winter months and
places throughout

of the snow banks insures

of water from many of the rocky ridges
this

frosts

the plants

the months of July and August snow and hail

summer.

They

in contact with the plant .

The bulk of the precipitation

or the

recorded

which affect

occurs about the middle or the day .

ofttimes

usually

ot the extremes of temperature

Tho precipitation

even during

are few frost - free nights .

of September , when the early killing

of the temperatures

a true picture

growing

growing cycle in a period that extends from early June

The extremes of temperature

an indication

by a. short

the length

a continuous

as long as the snow lasts .

and the slow release

of the moisture

stream
It is

that makes

4
these mountains so vitally
scattered

stations

important to the valleys

throughout the Uintas are maintained by the Soi l Con-

Service and other government agencies , but they are all below

servation

7600 feet elevation

and most of them are not maintained during the winter .

Therefore , very little

winter snowfall data are available .

Excessive transpiration
plants
light

Several weather

below .

in exposed situations
intensity

, rarified

.

The frequent

.

then is hign and dew is often

and sustained

conditions

Nights are cold so the relative

humidity

evident in the mornings .

High humidity

winds , high

or alpine

following cold nights

high evaporation .

or alpine

often limit the growth

air and low vaJ)Or pressure

tend to promote transpiration

temperatures

losses

result

in low relative

The warm daytime
humidity and

accompanies the .frequent storms .

Geology
The central
the central

portion

region of the Uintaa is a large anticline
has been removed by erosion .

over the whole range except at the margins .
strata

on a highly

inclined

plane .

The strata

from which
lie flat

The margins are ma.deup ot

The mountains were describod

by

King {5) as:
•••
being in fact a great, lofty plateau of nearly horizontal
strata, which at the north and south edges are sharply br oken and
thrown into highly inclined position . The physical and geological
section, therefore , i or a great flat anticlinal , having a plateau
summit thirty or forty miles wide . • •

Further

description

applicable

to the Mount Emmonsregion is given by

Atwood(1):
The oldest formation exposed in the region studied is the preCambrian quartzite . This formation constitutes
the main body of the

5
range and is exposed throughout the central pl ateau portion . To the
east , in the area under consideration in this report , the pre-Cambrian
quartzite group ia represented chiefly by dark - red sandstones , which
become more and more com.pact toward the west , until , in the western
half of the range , dark purplish-red

stratified

quart.zitee

predominate .

Inter -

with the massive beds of sandstones and quartzit e are

layers of argillaceous
shales and eoarse grit:, , the latter
containing
rounded grains of quartz , at places large enough to form fine con glomerates . In the coarser beds there is at many pl.aces a considerab l e
admixture of broken feldspar crystals . The argillaceous
beds are for
the most part of greenish or brownish color , and in the west-central
portion of the region aggregate approximately 100 feet in thickness .
Glaciation
Uinta s.

At least

has had a very important
two glaciers

part

are reported

in the shaping

by Atwood (1) to have covered.

the greater part of this range during early Pleistoeene
south-facing

and north-facing

or the

times .

lo pes were covered by glacial

just a few of the higher peaks and •idgeo protruding

above .

The

ice with
The glacier s

near the middle of the range were twenty to twenty-seven miles long .
first

glacier

was the largest

and extended dmm to an elevation

The

of 7600

feet .
The gouging actions

accomplished

by the glaciers

left

U-s haped canyons , well clean ed out, in the upper portions .
and lower portions
ridges

bordering

contain heaV'IJmoraine deposits .
these

broad

The middle

The unglacia.ted

oanyona are ma.deup of pre-Cambrian quartz ite

boulders .
The great

of the softer
evidence

majority

sandetones

on t he higher

temperature

differential

ot the boulders

and smaller

and are very easily
ridges

of the

eroding

among rock particlea

rocks are composed

crumbled .

There is much

eff ec.t of the wind and the

.

The soils

in the vicinity

of Mount Emmonsare derived from the weathering of these pre-Cambrian

6
quartzite

sandstones

and the scatterings

In the region lying

of drift

from the gl aciers .

above timberline , at the base and to the east

of Mount Emmons
, is a basin containing

the Fifth Chain Lake .

This basin

and tvc ridges bordering it , coverin g an area of three and one-halt
miles , constitute

the area chosen tor this

study .

large lake and two small ponds that owe their

tion .

There are scatterings

lateral

and terminal

of drift

moraine .

among which are dispersed

boulders .

iela.nds"

storms find their

or the

of these glaciers

of vegetation

to capacity

Closer examination reveals

where the heavy runoff

existence

to glacia -

in the form ot

The ridges are composed of rocky channels

11

an idea of stream beds filled

square

The basin has one

rather

.

The channels

give one

from bank to bank with large

that they are actually

of spring thaws and excess runoff

way down the eteep slopes .

streambeda

from summer

The altitudinal

limits

of plots

area under study are from 11,500 feet , at a series

in the

Fifth Chain Lake Basin, to 13, 455 feet at one plot on top of Mount Emmons
.
The United States Geological Survey map ot 1906 (Figure l) gives an elevation

or 13, 428

mountain gives its

feet tor Mount Flnmona, but a bench mark on top of the
elevation

sidered for the elevation

as 13,455 feet .

The latter

of Location No. l in this

figure vaa con-

study .

""'"i

_j

CHAPTER II

METHODS
ANDPNOCEDURES
The site

c.

for study was suggested by B. F. Harrison and

selected

L. HaY'fard on the basis of previous work done in the area .

naissance

of the region

was made during the week of July 10 , 1950 , during

which stages of different
writer

.returned

A recon -

types were located

and procedure outlined .

The

on July 17 for two weeke during which most or the data

were gathered , and again :from August 10 to August 14 to observe the later
seasonal aspect and collect

species not in flower during the earlier

The photographs were taken at this later
To obtain infonnation

visit .

about the weather , two stations

One was placed two hundred - fifty

were set up .

7ards east of the Fifth Chain Lake on a

gentle west - facing slope of a moraine at 11, 400 feet altitude
second was placed on the east slope of what we have called

there was placed a field

.

The

"Channel

Ridge" , south and east of Mount Emmonsat 11, 900 feet altitude
At each station

visits .

.

rain gauge , three

inches

in diameter , and a pouroue olay Livingston

atm.ometer.

station , a double canvas shelter

to house a maximum-minimum

thermometer .

All instruments

The evaporation
taken daily

was built

were placed eight inches above ground level .

from the atmometer, temperature

at 8:00 A. M.

At the lower

The relative

7

and precipitation

were

humidity was measured with a

8

sling psychrometer daily at 7:30 A. M. and at 6iOO P. M. at the camp site
a quarter

of a mile southeast

of the first

station , at ll, 200 feet ele-

vation .

edaphic

El.even habitats , representing

various suceessional

conditi.ons , were selected

study .

these areas a composite

soil

first

six inches of depth .

stage

or succession

for

(Table

sample of the profile

l) .

were made across

From each of

was taken from the

In two areas , representing

, bisects

sta ges and

a rather

the types .

advanced

Here soil

were also taken at ei ghteen inches and at forty - eight inches .

On

samples

pel"Ula.-

nent plots , the samples were taken from as near the plot , under as like
conditions , as possible .
collected .

The soil samples were weighed the same day as

Later on, the soils were dried at 110 degrees for twenty-

four hours and the loss expressed as the initial

moisture content .

Hil -

garde cups were used to determine the moisture holding capacit7 and a

Backman pH meter to determine hydrogen ion concentration

of the aoil8 .

Samples of each soil were heated in a mutfle furnace at 1500 degrees
for three hours to obtain the per cent of loss on ignition .

A quantitative
of a series

analyais of the vegetation was undertaken by means

of qua.drats and transects

.

The quadrat shape and size suitable

for a. study of this kind was found by Cain (6) to be square in shape and
one-tenth

of a square meter in size .

Most of the pl ants of the region

studied are of the dwarf , mat- forming type and of a graos-sedge type ,
and were easily handled with a quad.rat of this

size .

A grid system of

wires marking off ten units per eide , or one hundred squares , was used

/

9
to make estimation

ot basal coverage and more accurate charting .

Studies were made of each of the eleven sites

selected , the

method used in each case depending on the size of the area Md uniformity
of its

vegetation .. In the small initial

one or two plant pioneers,
located

at random.

cover , the quadrats

deposits,

In large

one-tenth

belts

of soil , dominated

a rather uniform plant

at random.

of vegetation

stages , belt transects

In older

strips

marked increasingly

a continuous or an interrupted

In all quadrate , a listing
timate of their
frequently

wore significant.
trative
and plots

torm .

more

being

belt transect .

or plants

, and an es-

Outline drawings were

and shape of the patches

Photograph s of the general

of vegetation

are shown in illus-

area and close-ups

of transects

were taken .

to scale on graph paper .
small squares.

plots.

epeeies

The data taken from the two bisects

In plots of special

stakes,

or all

number and basal area , was made.

made wherever the size

of soil

were ma.de across the strips.

The quadrat frame , mentioned above , was used for the transect,

spaced so as to give either

b1

of a meter in area were

areas , supporting

were also located

where successive

mature suecessional

quadrats

islands

significance

thq various

species were charted

This was greatl y aided by the grid of one hundred

All transects

and charted

quadrats

thereby opening the door for future

were marked with iron

successional

studies

of the se

10

TABLEl
NUMBER,DESCRIPTIO}!ANDTREATMENT
OF STUDYAREAS

Loe.

No.
l

Treatment

Description

RockyRidge

Early pioneer

Soil in
Erosion evident . Li-

on top of Mount Emmons.

patches 3-10 ft . long .
chens abundant .

2

Small elumpa of plants among boulders . Sievers1a mixed with Pterzxia and other species .

.3

Small and large clumps of Sieveraia
twenty sauare feet in area .

one to

Rim of Sieversia

4

one to three feet wide around
type . Some larger soil areas
with narrow rock channels .

5

Similar to No. 4 but larger areas .
-oartlv tilled . Erosion evident .

6

7

Silene-Paronrchia

Channels

Drawing
Photo

Bisect Photo
Drawing

Soil sann,les

Chart, Transect
Drawing

Photo

Soil sa mple

Belt Transect

Photo
Transect.

Quadrats

to No. 6. Rock channels filled
plants . Size 50 x 100 yd .

Drawing Photo

Similar

with

Rocky channels .filled with plants.
Grasssedge dominant in 200-300 yd . sq . area .
Grasses more robust .
Moraine
General cover of knolls . Flat valley floor
with Sllene-Paro&ehia & Lichens dominant .
9

ll

Chart

Areas large--50 1 x 115 1 --with Sieversia rim
and grasa-sedge dominant plants.
Rocky channela losing identity in plant cover . Some erosion .

8

10

Chart, Quadrat
Soil sample
Drawing

Patches of Dqas scattered

in Silene-Paronz-

chia areas . Some40•-50' 1n extent .

Small patches, larger bands along wet meadows
below talus sloves . Grass-sed~e cover .

Soil samples
Drawings
Chart-Photo

Transect

Chart

Soil samnle

Transect
Random selec .
Photo Chart

Quadrat

Soil

samples

Transect
Qua.drats
Soil samples
OrarlnR . Photos
1t'ransect
Soil samples
Ohart. Photo

CHAPTER
III
RESULTS
The weather as discussed
pitation
rise

in Chapter I , is highly

is high and etorms are frequent .

variable;

preci -

At no time did the temperature

above sixty - two degrees during the day , and the nighttempera tures
:fell below .freezing .

often

were usually

The ma.xi.mumtemperatures

higher and the minimumtemperatures

following

were lower .

a storm
On

the high

ridges , the winds are strong and nearly continuous , but the protected

valleys

may be little

in such a situation

affectod
.

by wind .

Our lower weather station

The general condition

time and no wind at night .

Table 2 gives

records kept during the period of study .

this

study.

Observations

by Cox (8),

the results

cent loss on ignition
content

with the data kept for

applicable

to this

area .
moisture

capacity , hydrogen-ion concentration,

and per

of soils

between the soil

moisture - holding capacity

of

of the total

sampled are sum.~arized in Table 3.

is expressed as percentage

correlation

from the

Hayward' s (7) observation

obtained in the determination

content , moisture-holding

obtained

concerning the weather in general

on James Peak , Colorado, are also closely
The results

breezes in the day-

is light

weather in the Uinta Mountains is almost identical

was

of dry- weight .

factors .

a.re directly
ll

The organic

correlated .

Moisture

Figure 2 shows the
matter content and
The pHhas extremes of

LQt & re1I, Me.dial l, Te.rn,1nq\
Movai"• of Lat.e.l' Epoc.h

T- 5 N _____ .

LQier"IJ Med·1al 8, Tetm, nal
M

o)"c,'1ne.

of Luter I: poc. h

Sc.aiteri n9 of Drift
of l-e1te.r Eroc.h

--

R-"' W

FiR. l.

Uinh,h Spee. ial

M er',d ia11

ht. Emmons region of Gilbert Peak Quadrangle Map showing glacial moraines and
the location of areas studied.

�
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TABLE 2

WEATBErtOBSEU
VATIONS

Station 1 Low Moraine
Temperature Rain Evap .
~Iin. Max , !Pres .

Date

July

12
13

33

19

39 60 52
36 58 48
39 61 53
42 62 54
40 62 56

. 54

37

18

20

21

22

23
24
25

. 16

. 51

21. 7

16.6

.38. 7

45. 4
42.1
33. 2

.76

.ol

26

2a

.38 58 44

.095 25 •.3
.32 10 •.3

.05

. 68
.05

. 28
.04

Z7

August

11
12

13

.35. 9

72
70

77
83

46.6

66

51
49
38
47

13.0

. 02
.02

. 3.3

70

46.6
19.8

43
94

13.0

from Sieversia
capacity,

&

dominated by the early invading plant,

These soil

have a peat-like

texture .

Figure 2) are all
Sieversia

moisture content

turbin-

The data shows the soila

plots to be very high in organic matter content,
and total

84

52
45

23. 7

38.7

Samples J, Ja , Jb, Jc, and 3d (Table 3

taken from soils

holding

54

.03

. OL.

5. 6 and 6. 8.
ata.

56.o

71

u .a

42
42

.34. 4

Camosite

Rel . Hlllntdit'.V
7:30 A. M. 6 P. M•

18 .2

. 45

39 56 52

62 54
64 57
41 60 41

St ation 3

Station ' 2
Rocky RidfZes
Rain Evap ,.

moisture-

when eo1upared with more

matured soils .
Of the different
and three
rocky

habitats

on moraine deposits .

ridges are presented

invasion

plants

chosen, ei ght were on the rocky ridges
The results

first,

to the grass-sedge

sented in that order .

(Table 1)

proceeding

___,.

of the etudy made on the
from the bare rock pi oneer

climax study.

The results

are pre -

/
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2
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Fig. 2. Graph showing correlation
of ~--dl factors.
The samples were taken in each area
beginning with pioneer and proceeding to climax. Samples 3 a, b, c, and d were all
taken from Sieversia turbinata covered soils.
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TABLE 3

SOIL CH !tAC'fERISTlCS OF STUDYPLOTS

Location
I

No .

1
2

3
3a
3b

3c

3d
4
5

6

7

J
11

3

l

2

3

tf10i$tU?~

Rock Channel
Rocky Channel
Deposit
Under Pioneer s
Siever sia 1m
Sieversia Rim
Sieversia Rim
Siever,d.a Rim
Sieversia Rim
Silene-Paron .
Grass -sed ge

Grass-sedge
Grass-sedge
Siever sia 18 11
Sievereia 4au
Moraine
Silene-Paron .
Dryao Pioneer

81. 5

94. 2

93.6
67.8
97.3

83. 2

17.l

8. 5

44. 5
45.3

7.0

10. 5
12 . 3

Edge of Climax

75. 5
124. 4

77.6
45.3
2s. 6

22. 1

Too Mt. Emmons

5. 6
5. 8
6.6
6. 5
6.4
5. 8
5.7
6. 5
6.8
5.6
6.3
6. 5

30 . 8

68. 7
38. 5
15. 9
32. 3
37.4

l

40.6

19. 2
10. 9
21. 5

6

pH

M. H.C

37.4

5

%

Content

32 .0

Dryas Solid
Dryas...carex
Climax

4
III

Description

s.6
6.o

62.. 7

6. 2
6 •.3
6. 2

%Loss on
I,:nition

4.3

2. 3
13.3
30.4
10.7

30.7

30.9
6. 6
lJ .l

16.7
44.6
4.7
l .3

4.3
5.8
6. 8
9.1
10.0

27.7

64. 9
68.7

81.7

6. 2

11. 6

8. 9

25 . l

6. 6

4.3

15.4

29. 5

5.6

The pioneer and other early communities are most abundant on the
rocky ridges and talus

slopes .

contained a higher proportion

suitable
rapidly

The moraine deposits

by the glaciers

of fines and were , therefore , in a more

condition for plant growth .

Plant succession

toward a. cl .ima.x on the moraine deposits;

finds few early stages there .

left

proceeded more

therefore

at present one

16
Uockz Slopes .With Draina,5e Channels

Sueee::seion on the rocks begins with cruatose lichens
the familiar

pattern

as foliose

and follows

licheno , such as Parmelia stenophyla,

vade and take over the surfaces

as soil

ures 3 and 4)

between the rocks support a nearly mature

vegetation,

~ven where soils

the protruding

dense growth of lichens
plants

of the finer

vascular

soils

vegetation

.

may supplant

and organic

the lichens

matter ., built

tim e or eventually

in the between -t he-rock

One representative

ing descriptions

Much

The lichen

be crowded out by the over-

patches

It is the devel opment

that

No sueeessional

The principal

channels

stage may thus

bolds our greatest

quadrat , from the top of Mount Emmons
, was

charted and is shown in Figure 5.

were the drainage

on the rocks .

up by the liehens ., are wash-

rooted i.n eoil between the rocks .

ridges vae undertaken .

,ossee and

rains to accumulate between the rocks where the

for an indefinite

of the vegetation

(Fig -

be covered with a

color of the tundra .

develops in comparative luxuriance.

growth of plants

accumulate .

to the point that the grays and yellows of these

plants

ed off by the frequent

interest

may still

rock surfaces

go far to give the characteristic

eventually

persist

and moisture

in -

situations

study of such exposed

, considered

in detail ,

of the rocky ridges and the moraine .

The follow -

are prim.a.rily of these two conditions .

Rocky channels

completely cover the ridge running east from the

ba&e of Mount Emmonsand north of the Fifth

Chain Lake .

The ridge desig -

ons and
nated as Channel Ridge , running east from the base of Mount Emm
south of the Fi.t"th Chain Lake , is also

characterized

by roeky slopes with

17

Fig. 3. l solated early ...nvadlng plant na.tchc .... cu .o.;Ky
Ridge showing Pteryxia and Polemonium growing together
and also a mosaic of lichens on rocks.

L..,_

Fig. 4. Rocky channel area similar to l:-'icr. 3 sbo·,fing
increase in numbers of early invading plants.
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Poa let tennani

lll\\\llUI
Lichen ( crustose)

-

:ii:::•.;\ Lichen
1111,111\

Draba sp •

.........
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••

Fig. 5. Charted quadrat from top of Mt. Emmonsshowing close
association or lichens, moss and grass.

of weathering of crustose

lichen

roliose)

Moss

••

Fig. 6. Illustration
on sandstone rock.

(
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many drainage

channels .

void of higher plants .

plants

of vascular

6) .

(Figure

up of fine

These sandy sediments apparently

of the rocks plus the effect
are carried

The sediments

not more than

are lar r,el y de-

Lichens everywhere cover the rocks , but the growth

and accumulate where stream

height

these boulder fields

seem to await the building

between the rocks .
cal weathering

At first

.arise from the physi -

of plants

growing on the~ .

a.m.:-,;1g
the rocks by drainage

rapid .

flm-1s are less

about ei ght een i nches below the gene ral

these moist , sandy accumulations , various

.!.2!!!
, Polemonium confertum
.

, Mertensia

Thus is esta blished

sides by a jumble of boulders .
condition

Sievereia

turbinata

11 , 12) .

A distinctive

which Sioversia
the quadrats
ures 13

&

follows .

the

These patches of vegetation

Early after

of more individuals

characteristic

of the succession
The density

of this

patches

increase

out and around the rocks .

(Fi gures 11, 13 and 14) .

evident

(Figures

is the extent to
plant in three of

was sixty , seventy - five and eighty - six respectively

14). As the Sieversia

of

the col ony is iniated

invades and soon becomes the dominant plant .

enveloped in this manner are still
stands .

hender-

surrounded on all

of vegetation

but an aggregation

becomes dominant .

creeping of plants

ln

Figures 3, 4, 7, and 9 illustrate

begin with one indivi dual plant

species

and mosses .

of the

, or Cirsium !!£•, gain a

ciliata

found in these pioneer colonies .

the same or different

level

herbs , such as Pteryxia

an island

water

When they reach a

rocks there develops a growth of algae , some lichens

foothold

sandy deposits

in size there

.

(Fig -

is a

Many rocks that have been

in the center

of the dense

20

SCALE

I/ z • •

I f O OT

Fig. 7. The relative
size of patches of early invading Polemonium confertum and Pteryxia hendersoni on the left witha
large Sieversia turbinata
dominated plot on the right.
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Fig. 8. Map drawn to scale of rocky ridge grass-sedge
area and partially
plant filled rock channels.
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-·-· Polemonium confertum
IIWlil

Pteryxia hendersoni

111111111

Lichen (crustose)

I •111 II

Lichen (toliose}

\ i�·.t �•.

Moss

Fig. 9. Charted quadrat showing composition of one and two plant
early pioneer st ge ot plant succession.
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Pteryxia hendersoni
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Sieversia turbinata
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Mertensia ciliata

T

Trisetum spicatum

e•

Carex pseudoscirpoidea

(I <J

Gentiana fremontii

111um

Lichen (crustose)

Fig. 10. Chart quadrat showinc stage of succession in which Siever
sia turbinata invades and becomes dominant on the soil accumulation.
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FiP. 11. One of the numerous small islands of Siever
sia turbinata scattered over the rocky ridges.

Fig. 12. Sieversia dominated a.ceci with but o, e re
maining plant of Pteryxia hendersoni. The chart
shown in Fig. 10 was taken from this location.
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In one place .where a large and a small patch of Sieversia
found adjacent

to each other , a bisect

into the rock channels

on each side .

were

was made throu gh both and extended

On the north side of the smaller

one, the channel was made up of loose , lar ge rock to a depth of two feet .
There was a fill

of smaller rock about two or three inchee in diameter to

a depth beyond four feet .
to an undetermined

The soil beneath the Sieversia

depth below four feet .

to the north of the large Sieversia

of lar ge boulders .

patches extended

The rock channe l,

adjacent

and

pateh , had a depth of ei ghteen inches

The rock channel stream bed was encountered

at this

depth .

Beneath the stream channel , there wae a deposition

carried

sediment for one and one- half to two inches and then coarse sand ,

with little

organic matter , to a depth of over four feet .

of fine water -

Soil samples

were taken beneath the vegetation , at zero to six inches , ei ghteen inches
and at four feet .
Sieversia

The zero to six inch depth was comparable with other

plots tested .

On most all of the rocky ridge slopes , and especially
Rid ge, there

arc collections

pared with solid Sieversia

of plants
patches .

of twenty to thirty - five feet
vegetation .
tracts

Jutting

margin and a transit

that are well developed when comThey are lar ger areas reaching sizes

squa r e, and are completely

covered with

from the center are numerous large rooks .

have a frin ge of Sieversia

on Channel

from one to three

ion toward the center

These

inches wide on the

with Selaginella

~

traehycaulon , Agropyron scribneri , Avena :mortoniana , Festuca ~

, Agropyron
, Carex

J?Seudoscirpoidea , Silene acaulie , and Paronychia PW;Vina.ta being the domi-

nant plants

in the center .

They are referred

to as Sieversia - rimmed

25

Fig. 14. Large accumulation of soil dominated by
Sieversia turbinata. Rocks surrounded by this
plant are still visible near the center.

Flg. 15. Sieversia turtnnata border of larger
soil area with Silene ac!ulis and Paronychia
pulvinata dominant near center. Zoning aspect
illustrated.
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Silene - Paronychia areas .

Figure 16 was drawn from a plot near the cen-

ter of the area. shown in Figure s l.5, 17, and 19, and was taken at the end
of a continuous belt transect

.

The charted

center of these Sieversia-rimmed
Another belt

transect

gave evidence of pedestaled

rocks , raised

Thie eroded condition

which graze

in the vicinity .

pseudoscirpoidea
~

The list

.2!!!!!, f2!

of plants

marginata,

use

•

found on this

above ,

by

sheep

type habi-

densa , Agropyron trachyacaulon,

rupicola , Trisetum

Lloydia serotina,

, Arenaria propingua , Draba pectinata,
, Eritrichum

described

may be due to excessive

, Kobresia bellardi,

Siever sia turbinata

to that

clumps of plants , and "desert

lich ens , mosses , Selaginella

Avena mortoniana , Festuea

of the

Silene - Paronychia patches .

made similarly

pavement" .

tat includes:

plot is representative

~

spicatum , Carex

Paronychia pulvin -

.!E•, Smelowskia am.ericana ,

argenteum., Castilleja

.!E•, Antennaria

and Erigeron simplex .

More of the area on the lower east slopes of the rocky ridges is
covered by vegetation
of vegetation
long .
8.

,..

than by rocky channels .

as large as fifty

corner .

the substrata

on which the plants

plants

feet

as shown by r'igures

20 and

of rock extending into the vegetation

the northwest

They lose their

commonto all of the sizable

areas

feet wide and one hundred - fifteen

The rocky channels a.re being stabalized

Th.ere are long peninsulas

There are extensive

grow.

identity

as channels in beeoming

The Sieversia

border , that

rocky ridge patches , is present .

here are sedges and a few grasses

at

and broad-leafed

The dominant

herbs .

stage reac hed in the center of the area appears to represent

is

The

the climax

27
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Sieversia. turbinata

#/// Paronychia pulvinata
r-/'
-o-o

Silene acaulis
Kobresia bellardi

®® Carex pseudoscarpoidea
�---�f Festuca ovina
Selaginella densa

(

)(

~

s

y:'

0

® ®

Smelowskia americana

s

____ Castilleja sp.
__ Senecio purshianus

®

~~

x

Arenaria propinqua

v"

Draba sp.

B Eritrichum argenteum
Fig. 16 Chart of Sieversia turbinata taken from
border surrounding Silene acaulis and Paronychia A Agropyron scribneri
pulvinata caninated center of plant patch. Area
-•-- Draba pectinata
is shown in foreground of Fig. 15.

SIEVERSIA RIMMED AREA

Lloydia serotina

x
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Fig. 17. Map to scale of Sieversia rimmed Silene-Paronychia area.
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RIDGE SILENE-PARONYCHIA

~-~---+----fROCKY

SUPPLEMENTAL

6 O1-----+--+--+---1----1

50-----+----+---........-t,------1

Sieversia turbinata
Silene acaulis
Paronychia pulvinata
Carex pseudoscirpai.dea
Lie hens
Kobresia bellardi
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ROCKY RIDGE
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2

Fig. 18 (above).

3
PLOT

4
5
NUMBER

6

8

Data from plots showing accelerated
erosion.
Fig. 19. Coverage of plants taken from area similar
to Fig. 18. Location numbers are 4 and 5 in Fig. 1.
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and i
these

22.

deaignat~d ao n grass - sedge climax b~cause of the preao inance of
plants .

rigures

The reuult

of the study of this

phase 1s shown in Figure

24 and 25 show changes in the transition

from early pioneer

plants , ne '"the rock channel in Figure 20, to the ol.imax plants near the
eenter

of thP- area

hown in Figura

!n Figure

26 .

25 ,here is con91d9ra -

bl e htWtm.oekingof the clumps or Ertc;;eron, and diagonally

t

thG 1owor right

corner , there ia $Vidence

or accelerated

At a die:ta.nce of 1J.bout two hundred - fifty

cha.nnelt11t.ho.t are pres nt aro
largor .

The channels

that

any previously studied .
dred yards long and fifty

cad

up of grasses

of Paronychia

rock channels .
rocks protrude

are pres-,nt

yardo farther

yards wide .

in this

area are more

The bulk of tho plant

Tho borders of $ievers1a

and Silene

acaulie

The old rocky channel
at>Ove the vegetation .

th:

plot

roeion .
a&.st, the

and the vogeta.tion patcht't9

fhes~ pat.ches ot plants are a11lnr-ge

nd sejges .

pulvinata

re stable

through

tl1e.n

~...t,lre

s one huncover is

nnd a few pl.ante

border the p tches

na r the

are dist.1.nguiohable onl,- 'fh .re the
Figures 2l. and 30 preoent a. portion

ot the dat. gathnred in this area . The liat. of pl ants ine l udeo licnens ,
Cllllam.-;srostie Eurpurucons , t>eecharupsin caoapit?sa , fest.uc~ ovina.,
rupicola , Ca.rex Paeudoaeirpcidea

, Kohroeia bellardi

.E2!!

, J>olyeonumbiotor -

toidee , Polmnum vivi2aru:;a , ANnar.ia prop1nq,ua, Ora.ha !£ •, ()ieversia
tul"binat& , Gentiana l"O~zovU , Ca.atilloJa
Er1geron

!£ •, Art~m.isia. scopulorum ,

s~i>lex , and Sol1:J.a,,~o!2 •.

The greater

part

of the plant

i{ount .;mmont,
, north of the Fifth

cov

r, on the oast roekl- ridge o!

Chain Laite, i8 /'lade up of gran - sedge

JO

Fig. 20. Lower east slopes of Channel Ridge showing
a grass-sedge vegetation with partial fill in of
rocky channels.

Fig. 21. Matured soil areas of r.entle slopes and
rock channels completely filled with plants. This
photo shows grass-sedge climax.
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ROCKY

CHANNEL,

70+-----------

GRASS- SEDGE ·CLIMAX

Festuca ovina
Sieversia turbinata
Kobresia bellardi
Carex µ;eudoscirpaid ea
Lichens
Deschampsia caespitosa

60+------1--1.--------.

50+------+--+----

C>-C:l

.....,.
~

40
30
20
10
t-

z 0
Ill

0
O:: 70

IIJ
~

60

Fig. 22.

Coverage by dominant plants

of climax tundra.

ROCKY CHANNEL, 8RASS-SEDGE
Matured,

Plant

FIiied

CLIMAX

Channel

50
401-----l----+-+-----+------t-----1

PLOT

Fig. 23. Coverage by dominant plants
of grass-sedge tundra.

on large

expanse
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�-..

- s-s

Sieversia turbinata

-o-oKobresia bellardi
A

/1/
f.v.

Agropyron scribneri

11/llll/ Lichen (crustose)

0

Fig. 24.
channel.

Chart quadrat at beginning of transect near open'rock
Grass and sedge climax occupies central portion of area.
-o -o

®

®

-,r.-)(

Kobresia bellardi
Carex pseudoscirpoidea
Agropyron scribneri
Erigeron simplex

-•-s Sieversia turbinata
� Paronychia pulvinata
x Lloydia serotina
�;;iArenaria propinqua
v Draba sp.

111111111 Lie hen

( crustose)

Fig. 25. · Chart quadrat taken at end of transect in center of
grass-sedge daninated area,
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Fig. 26. Center of grass-sedge climax meadow accompan
ied by rocky channels partially filled.

Fig. 27. Grass-sedge climax of broad extensive areas.
Rocky channels completely plant filled.
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-S-s

Sieversia turbinata

-o-•

Kobresia bellardi
Carex pseudoscir
poidea

•

C9

C

Calamagrostis purpur
a,cens

p

Poa ru__picola

--·-x-x

Castilleja sp.
Erigeron simplex
Polygonum bistortoides

s�� Solidago sp.
C

C

C

Fig. 2e. Taken from region of rocky ridge grass-sedge climax.
Chart quadrat is located in remains of rock channel filled with
Sieversia.

®

-o-o

Kobresia bellardi

®®

Carex pseudoscirpoidea

-,-s

Sieversia turbinata

A

Agropyron trachycaulon,

'''"''
,,,,
.. � Festuca ovina
. ,,,

©
® @��

0

�

-

-lC-lC

Polygonum bistortoides
Erigeron simplex
Artemisia scopulorum

llll\lllll Lichen (crustose)

Fig. 29. Chart quadrat from center of grass-sedge climax meadow on
matured soils of same location as Fig. 28.
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GRASS-SEDGE

CLIMAX

MATURE

ROCK

CHANNEL

IIIIC'T
LINE

TRANSECT
LIN£

SCALE

k51i51A1AJ
MATURE

PROFILE
OF
BISECT
LINE .
SCALE

111•••

I IN°

PLANT l'ILL!D
CHANNEL

!/\/\/\A!

LOOIE.,OPEN
ROCK CHANNEL

Fig. 30. Scale drawing of grass and sedge dominated area.
Channels
well filled with Sieversia.
Profile of bisect line giving depth of
the rock in the channel.
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climax .

as two to three hundred yards square

t-1
eadows as large

common. These areas show remnants of rockT channels .
persist

are only six to eight feet across .

flat with a gently rising

heavy grazing

sheep .

ignored as there

The general topography is quite

are robust with litter

This region was considered
by

The channels that

slope toward Mount Emmons
. Indications

sion are scarce and the grasses
old clumps .

remaining in the

because of t he evident lack of

seems to be heavy populations

of marmots, pika.s and other

Figure 31 shows the condition

plant coverage on t hi3 north ridge grass - sedge climax ,

of~

of ero-

The effeot of rodent grazing cannot be entirely

small rodents such as meadow mice .

are essentially

are not un-

The plants

of the
here

the same as those mentioned above except for an abundance

albonigra .
On the moraine deposits

just

east of the 8lllall lake shown on the
The knoll begins at about

map as Bert La.lee, there is a small knoll .
11 , 300 feet elevation

and rises

about forty

feet .

The type of plant dover

is uniform over this whole knoll and the adj acent more level terrain .

There

is enough coverage by Silene acauli.s and Paronychia pulvinata , Selaginella
densa , and foliose
green color .
an elevation

lichens

The color can be recognized
reveal the universality

over the whole surrounding
plants

to give these moraine deposits

country .

found , but are indicative

They are of the low mat-forming

The list

of plants

at a distance .

of Silene-Paronychia

a distinct

p;ray -

Observations

from

dominated areas

Figures 33 and 36 do not show all

of types and per cent coverage of plants .
shrubby types .

includes

lichens,

scribneri , Avena mortoniana , Calamagrostis

Selaginella

densa , Agropyron

purpurascene , Festuoa ovina ,
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NORTH

ROCKY

GRASS-SEDGE

· CLIMAX

Silene acaulis
Sieversia turbinata
Carex µ;eudoscirpoidea
Carex albonigra
Festuca ovina
Paronychia pulvinata
Lichens
Dryas octopetala

....

~

--b----6
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s-css
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Fig. 31. Trend of development of most important
species on northeast extension of the rocky ridge
from Mount Emmons.
DRYAS-SILENE-

40t--_,_--?-

____

PAR 0NYCHIA
--r- ____

..-

___

AREA
__,,,_-L--~
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LI.I
0..

2

PLOT

3

NUMBER

4

Fig. 32. Trend in development of the important
cies in Dryas and Silene-Paronychia
areas.

5

spe-
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f2!

rupicola,

Carex pseudoscirpoidea,

Kobresia

vinata , Arenaria propinqua, Silene ~caulis,
Eritriehwn

argenteum,

Actinea acaulis,

bellardi,

Paronychia pul-

Draba !£ •, Sieversia

Antennaria

marginata,

turbinata ,

Erigeron

~

plex, and Senecio Eurshianus .
patches of Dryas octapetala

There are several
out the Silene-Paronychia

dominated moraine deposits .

found where there are north-facing
ger or depressions

(Figure 32).

Plants

of this

area include lichens,

Sela~inella

rupicola,

Carex pseudoscirpoidea,

Kobresia bellardi,

Paronychia pulvinata,

Polygonum bistortoides,

Draba !E.•, Oryae octopetala,

parryi

remains l,)n-

and channels insure the plant of accumulated runoff .

trac hycaulon, Cala.ma.grostis purpuraseene,

Pedicularis

through-

They a!'e usually

slopes and where moisture

Agrowon

aeaulis,

scattered

1

Festuca ovina,

f2!

Zyga.denus elegans,

Arenaria propingua, Silene

Sieversia

Seneeio purshianus,

densa,

tur binata , Castilleja

!E•,

and Solidago !.E.:.• Figures 37 and

39 of the Dryas area and Figures 38 and 40 of Dgas and Carex together
show the type of plant

cover, and alao an indication

of succeasional

development .
As an example of a climax situation
in the center

the area shown in Fi gure 41

of a patch of grass and sedge meadow about fifty

or the ridge east of Channel Ridge was chosen.
feet by sixty

feet

and wa selected

a.nd sedges to the exclusion
surrounding
stage

of development .

The patch was about fifty

because of the abundance of grasses

of cost other plants .

Gilene-Paronychia
(Figura

type to the center

35) .

yards north

A transect
revealed

from. the

the trend in the

.39
Silene acaulis

-

Selaginella densa

11111ll II Lichen (crustose)

-•---•-·
-

-·-·

��

GD �

...

Paronychia pulvinata
Erigeron simplex
Sieversia turbinata
Agropyron scribneri
Antennaria marginata
Kobresia bellardi
Carex pseudoscirpoidea
Senecio purshianus

ll!lll!l
,,,,, , Lichen (foliose)

Fig. 33. Chart quadrat of immature moraine soils dominated by lichens,
Silene acaulis, and Paronychia pulvinata.
-o-•

Kobresia bellardi

•e

Carex pseudoscir-

poidea
Festuca ovina
Poa rupicola

Antennaria marginata
-)(-)(

Erigeron simplex
Selaginella densa

111111111

Lichen (crustose)

v

Draba sp.

B

Eritrichum argenteum

x

Arenaria propinqua

Fig. 34. Chart quadrat of matured moraine soils dominated by grasses
and sedges. East or Fifth Chain Lake.
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o--- MORAINE

30---

DEPOSIT

GR ASS-SEDGE

CLIMAX

Sieversia turbinata
Festuca ovina
Kobresia bellardi
Carex pseudoscirpoidea
Lichens

t-

z
w20
u
a::

llJ
0.

0

2

4
3
6
5
7
PLOT NUMBER
Fig. 35. Abundance �f species sho..ring developmental
trend of important plant species from outside into
center of grass-sedge climax patch.

Fig. 36. Lichens, Silene and Paronychia dominated
im.'Ila.ture moraine soils.
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Fig. 37.

Solid Drvas octapetala association on moraine
soils.

Fig. 38. Dryas cor.llllunity showing invasion of Carex
on maturing moraine soils.
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,,,,,
'///,'' D ryas oc topetal a
® Carex pseudoscirpoidea
-s-s Sieversia turbinata
®

x Lloydia serotina
-)I-" Erigeron simplex
,,,,,,
''!<r.'" .. Festuea ovina
''""�'
T_

Trisetum epicatum

- Castilleja sp.
V

Draba sp.

_ Senecio purshianus
-�-xDraba peetinata

Fig.

39.

Chart quadrat of Dryas octaJ?!tala association on
moraine soils.
{:/;;;- Dryas oe topetala
-o-• Kobresia bellardi
Carex pseudoseirpoidea
-•-•Sieversia turbinata
a

�

_____ Selaginella densa
p Poa rupie ola
•Paronyehia pulvinata
llllllllL iehen (erustose)
v Draba sp.

s

Fig. 40.

Smelowskia americana

Chart of Oryas dominated moraine soils with in
vasion of�.
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Fig. 41. Center of area of grass-sedge climax on matur
ed moraine soils.

Fig. 42. Early pioneer invasion of Prilliula parryi,
Mertensia ciliata, Aquilegia caerulea on talus slope
where snow banks furnish extended supply of water.
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The plants
Selaginella

~

of this

area include

, Calamagrostis

crustose

and foliose

purpurasoens , Festuca

ovina ,

lichens ,
~

pseu -

doscizpoidea , Kobresia bellardi , Paronychia pulvinata , Arenaria propinqua ,
Lychnis apetala , Sieversia

turbinata , Smelowskia a.mericana, Eritrichum

ar,enteum , EriBeron simplex , Senecio purshianue , and Solidago .!!.E.!.
•

J

CHAPTER.IV

DISCUSSION
Plant Succession on Rocky Ridges
The peculiar

pattern

of channels found on the hi gh ridges and

elo pes seems to be associated

wit h the run-off

early summer these channels may be full
summ r they a.re mostly er.:pty .

Water collects

Run-off fro m the heavier

nel and on the soils

foliose

lichens

that

The first

establish

collect

plants

further

to invade the open channels

h'ven the algae , which are lar gely

The organic matter , added to the soils

Another stream channel habitat
on the channel

in which rock depressions
channel bed .

Various mosses and

the meager deposit and promote

plants , may also aid the higher plants

of soils

the chan-

on the sandy bars in the channels

themselves

greens , aid in stabalizing

deposition .

deposition

summer showers so that the

1n the bottoms .

and aid in the g rowth of the deposit .

filamentous

in

summer storms re -

They grow in small drain pools , on the rocks lining

are algae .

In the

time , they carry large amounts of

here even from light

are always moist .

channels

snows .

to overflowin g, whereas later

char ges these channels and for a brief
water .

or melting

to gain a. foothold .
may develop simultaneously

bottom .

formed miniature

Soil and moisture collect

45

by these

~!any instances

with

were observed

catchment basins above the

in these basins and soon the same

46
process of invasion by plants

occurs and there are built

"hanging gardens" of vegetation
sizable

whieh may initiate

the formation of a

area .

build up, the y are invaded by various

As the channel deposits

herbs such as Polemonium confertum,
and Cirsium ~•

initial

Usually invasion

plant .

Further

same or different

Some instances
present .
greatly

aid in building

sand by anchoring and collecting

of

the higher plants .
with a single

hendersoni , Mertensia

mosses and lichens

The algae,

deposits

Pteryxia

method of accumulation does not necessarily

or the

up miniature

sediments,

precede the establishment

of a lens or shelf

of

of soil begin s

join together

in enlarging

the holding .

are large for alpine

the rat.e

or addition

species and their

remains

of organic matter to the soil .

It is not uncommonto find several plant accumulations
working of the pika, a small mammal. This animal lives
and talus

"haystacks" (7) .

slopes and stores

These 11haystaeke

plants , but no instances

of pika would materially

11

its

assist

turbinata

.

starting

:may afford

in the loose r ock

places for pioneer

Deposition

of organic

was not measured, but certainly
the build-up

The most important and successful

from the

food for winter in miniature

of this were observed.

matter in these boulder fields

still

but this

were found where a mixture of all the above species was

accelerate

Sieversia

up the

devel opment occurs when one or two plants

species

These plants

of ridges

ciliata,

of boulder field

the presence
soils .

member of the early colonies

It appears in clumps of vegetation

small and soon becomes the dominant species .

is

while they are

Both the production

of

47

seedlings

and the ability

means aids in its

Areas of medium size may support. an e.lmost pure stand of Siever -

spread .
sia

to reproduce by vegetative

and it

persis .ts

in a border

of narrow to broad width as long as the

soil masses are separated from each other by intervening
Once established
in size by several

., the little

The soil

communities tend to increase

The growth of plants

means .

Sieversia , extende the limits
ial .

island

on the margins , especially

of the plot by the addition

samples taken under the outer Sieversia

high organic matt~r content and a correspondingly
capacity .

They were filled

to peat soils .

and slight

acid~ty inhibit

decomposition , so it tends to accumulate .

into the channels catches
weathering
tated
carried

areas , lying down hill
in overland

The extension of the plants

of the soil

There is some

area in place .

from barren slopes , also benefit

and drying

portion

assumes a different

of the soil

Vege-

by sediments

community is

aspect .

Associated

a number of low- growing eespitose

invade and come to dominate the central

have a ros~tte - like

sediments .

in size to the point that the little

not all border the central

species

High m.oisture content ,

flows from above .

With increase

with the maturing

moisture content

the rate of organic matter

and holds water-borne

of the rocks within the limits

and had a siJrd-

parts

The growing eommunity may also

of mineral soils .

up by-additione

border had a very

The highest

was found in samples from the edge of the patches .

low temperatures

of organic mater -

high moisture-holding

with undecomposed plant

lar appearance and structure

be built

rock channels .

area. .

form with a somewhat woody base .

Most ot these species
Chief among these

4g

is Silene acaulis
eompletely

and Paronlchia

pulvinata .

Sieversia

disappears

of the community, but persists

from the center

as a narrow

belt around the margin where it remains completely dominant .

This distinctly

zoned condition is referred

almost

(Figure 15) .

to here as a "Sieveraia-

rimmecl" co.ttlinunity.

When the Silene-Paronychia
there

are few but cespitoee

type reaches its best development

species

present,

some graase8 and sedges make their

appearance .

seopulorum and Carex pseudoscir;e2idea
lished .

Other species

up and lifts

of grasses

off the level

itself

but as the habitat
~

matures

ruEicola , Calamagrosti s

are among the first

to become estab -

and sedges follow and the cover thickens
of the ground .

This is the beginning

or the climax type .
When the soil masses reach sufficient
an association

nized :

of grasses

and sedges the following

zone bordering

nychia and {4) A central

area dominated by a dense cover or grasses

The grass and sedge community gradually

a belt .

under certain

free of plants ,

the roek channels , (3) Zone of Silene -.E.!!:2-

invades the Silene ...Paronyehia belt .
persist

zones can be recog -

(1) Rock channels which are open and essentially

(2) Sieversia

sedges .

size a.nd age to support

incr~ases

and

in size and

These lat tor species may be able to

conditions , but they soon lose their

dominance as

Grasses and sedges extend through the whole area and the general

appearance now is one of a Sieversia
grass - sedge area .
become entirely

rim encircling

The rim of Sieversia

filled , or are kept open

continues
by

a completely filled
to extend until

other forces .

channel s

Channels of
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considerable

width and depth

remain throughout

still

the region .

These

channels that have been invaded from both sides are narrower , but must
still

carry the runoff waters .

The complete fill-in

and the narrowing of larger ones necessitates

capacity of the remaining ones .
to all.ow sedimentation

of smaller channels

an increased

water-carrying

At this point these channels Jl'lay ceasft

and further

enveloping action of plants .

Channels

may remain the same size , or there may even be some deepening and straightening action by the water .

The large ext nsive meadows which represent

the most advanced stage of development eo far achieved may still
remnants of old chanr1ele pr otrudin e above the vegetation

have

and an occasional

open rock channel .
In brief

the pattern

of plant succession

pattern :. (1) establishment

the Mount Emmonsregion follows this

island-colonies
lation

of plants

of water-borne

of the rocky slopes of

in the otherwise open rocky channels,

sediments and a parallel

increase

of tiny

(2) accumu-

in or ganic con-

tent of the deposits , (J) invasion of more species in the colonies
the establishment

of belts

stages in succession ,
tion of the soils,

(5) filling-in

between stable

These animals prefer

tion of the wet meadows.
species

of the different

and healing of the rocky channels culclimax and drainage courses .

of ·the ·tundra in this vicinity

nd some horses .

cespitose

representative

(4) further increase in size of the areas and matura-

minating in a equilibrium
Some

of vegetation

and

Sieversia

is used for ;?,;
razing sheep

the climax association

ia not readily

are too woody or out of reach •

or ve geta-

eaten and most of the
Excessive

erosion was
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found where sheep were grazed on the broad extensive
meadows. Where sheep were not grazed there was little
noticed

and the climax plants

climax

or no erosion

were ro bust and contained much litter

.

Moraine Plant Succession
Moraine deposits

were left

in a more suitable

plant growth than are the rocky channels .
abrasive

action of the glaciers

more fine-textured

particles

or ganic matter content

.

receded .

reduced the size of the rocks and left
At first

deposits

and very infertile

for a period of time after
of the moraine soils was

period as compared with rocky rid ge soils .

lar ge areas in a very immature condition .

were on slopes

compositio .n .

lichens

where the t'oliose

These lichens

Festuca ovina, Calamagrostia
sedges,~

play

pseudoscirPQidea

purpuraseene,

Silene and!!!:£the grasses:

Agropyron scribneri , and the
.

The invasion

of

step in the development of

All three of the grasses

in nearly equal abundance and frequency in this
Calamagrostis

dominant role in the floral

and Kobresia bellardi

the grass - sed ge climax to follow .

stages found

but there are also present

these grass - like plant s is the introductory

casionally

The earliest

cover rocks and soil alike .

nzohia are the most abundant plants,

Al-

pioneer stages , there are

thou gh they have developed beyond the earlier
still

were pro bably low in

It is also pro bable that

.

Early pioneer succession

accomplished in a shorter

for

The gouging , crushing , and

there was an abundance of avai la ble moisture
the glacier

condition

pre-climax

are present
sta ge .

Oc-

EUtyurascens and AgropYron scri bneri is found

in the climax , but Festuca ovina is more prominent in this

sta ge .

Estab-
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lishment
The soils

of the graoe-sod ge climax is sir. d lar to that of the rocky rid ges .

ertoountered under climax vegetation

is the best developed soil

found 1n :moraine deposits .

The climax vegetation
fro m the 1ilene- Paronychia

Located on north-facing

may not necessarily

dominated areas

into the grass pre-climax .

~lopes there are patches of Or:yas octo-oetala .

This plant is moat abundant in soil sheltered
in sir,all depressions

appearance

their

be developed directly

and run-off

by large

rocks .

Their

or

ia indicative

courses

moisture requirements .

Soil Sample f.Jo . 4 on Table 3 indi cates

or these

as having hi gher moisture - holding capacity

the maturity

soils

and organic matter content than the soils
This maturity

of Silene - Paronychia areas .

of soilB encourages the growth of sedgee and grasses .

ure 3~ shows the invasion of Carex into patches of Dryas .
cli max may also result

from this

Fig -

A grass - sedge

invasion of Carex into Dryas communities .

At t he base of steep talus
meadow of consid erable luxuriance .

sl opes there is often developed a
Deep soil deposits

and a continued

supply of water support a dense growth of grasses , sedges , herbs and
some und.ershrubs

as Kalmia oicrophylla

.

Near the

small

streams

meadow is wet but, near the edges the meadow beoomes more dry .
some species

found here are also found in the slopes

the

While

the conditi on here

is more of a. post - clima...'t t han a true climax tor the upper slopes . ,

The plants

collected

Mount Emmonare gion rep~sent

durin g the course of this
nineteen

study of the

f an:ilies and fifty - six species .

The grass family with eleven species was best represented .

·rhe Aster -

aceae with seven species had the most species for the Dicot yle donae .
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ALPINE PLANTS OF MOUNTEk'MONS RF.JlION

Solaginellaceae

Selaginella

dens& Rydb.

Graminae
Agropyron scribneri Vasey
Agropyron trachycaulon Stend .
Avena mortoniana Scribn .
Calama.grostis purpurascens R. Br.
Ca.lani.a.grostis scopulorum Jones

Deschampsia caespitosa
Festuca. ovina. L.

(L . ) Beauv.

Poa a.lpina L .

Poa lettermani Vasey
Poa nervosa (Hook) Vasey
Poa rupicola Nash.
Trisetum

spicatum

(L . ) Richt .

Cyperaceae
Carex albonigra Mack.
Carex pseudoscirpoidea R;ydb.
Eriophorum chamissonis C. A. Mey
Kobresia bellardi (All . ) Deyl
Li l ia.ceae

Lloyd:ia serotina

(L. ) Sweet

Zygadenue el egans Pursh . -

Salicaoeae
Salix bebbiana Sarg .

Polygonaceae
Eriogonum porteri Small
Polygonum bistortoides
Pur sh var linearifolium
Polygonum viviparum L.

Small

Caryophyllaeeae
Arenaria propinqua
Arenaria sajanensie Willd .
Lyehnis apetala L.
Silene acaulis L.

Ranuneula.oeae

Aquilegia ca.erulea James
Caltha leptosepala n. C.
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Cruciferae
Draba peetinata
Dra.ba sp .

(s . Wats) Rydberg

Smelowskia americana Rydb.
Thlaspi coloradense Rydb.

Crassulaceae

Sedum rhodanthum A. Gray

Saxif'ragaeeae
Saxifraga

rhomboidea Greene

Rosaceae

Dryas octopetala L.
Potentilla
.concinnaeformis

Sibbaldia
Sieversia
Umbelliferae
pteryxia

procumbens L.
turbinata Greene

Rydb .

hendersoni C. and R.

Primulaceae

Primula parryi

A. Gra.r

Gentianaceae
Gentiana plebeia Cham. Linnaea.
Gentiana romanzovii Ledeb .

Polemoniacea.e
Polemonium conf ert.um A. Gray

Boraginaceae

Eritrichum

argenteum W. F . Wight

Mertensia ciliata

(James) Don

Scrophulariaceae
Castilleja
sp .
Pedicularis groenlandica Retz .
Pedicularis parryi A. Gray
Compositae
Aotinea acaulis var . epw1ctata A. Nels
Antennaria marginata Greene
Artend.sia seopulorum A. Gray
Erigeron simplex Greene
Senecio purshianus Nutt .
Solidago sp .
Ta.raxaeum lyrat um D. G.
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CHAPTER
V
Summary
l . Th1'1 study wae undertaken to determine the nature of alpine
plant associations

, especially

the developmental

aspects , of the Nount

Emmonsregion of the Uinta Mountains .
2. The past botanical

mainly of collections

work in the Uinta Mountains

consisted

of plants and a few ecolo gical observatione .

3. The weather , geological

formation and the role glaciation

played in shaping the topography are briefly

4. Belt transects

reviowed .

with quadrats of one-tenth

of a square meter

were used to chart basal area a.s well as estimate cover and give a

listing

of plant species .

or study

5. Soil samples were taken on the various locations
to determine moisture content , moisture-holding

capacity,

organic matter

content and soil reaction .

6. Principle

regions studied were the high rocky ridges and

lower moraine areas .

7, Plant succession of rock rid ges begins in the rock- filled
drainage channels .

There is a gradual building-up

of small soil patches through the influence

or the

of size and fertility
plants

that inhabit

them.
t!. Rock-fille
climax

alpine

d channels are built

up into broad expanses of

tundra .

9. Characteristic

sta ges in the succession were (1) al gae and

mosses in channel bed, (2) Polell:.oniumconfertum and Pteryxia
plant patches , (.3) Sieversia

in one

in small and large patches , (4) Sieversia
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rim with Silene - Paronrchia , grasses
( 5) mature grass-sedge
10 . Succession

and sedges, in central

area and

climax tundra .
on moraine soils

followed

a si milar

pattern

ae

on the rock ridges . Lichens , Silene and Paronychia areas were invaded
by grasses
stage

and sedges to establish

a grass - sedge climax .

of Dryas was found on the north - facing

increased

from the pioneer soils

slopes .

to the climax tundra .

-

Soil

An

intermediate

tertil1ty
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